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Sleep and Dreams 

Dream Research: 1953-1993 

David Foulkes 

Atlanta. Georgia. U.S.A. 

Summ.ary : A .participant gives his account of the history of electrophysiological dream research in the 40 years 

followmg the dIscovery. reported by Aserinsky and Kleitman in 1953. of rapid eye movement sleep and of its 

r~lation to vivid dreaming in the adult human. Key Words: Dreaming-Dream psychophysiology-Dream research, 

hIstory-Dream theory-REM sleep. 

This is, perforce, merely one person's account of the 

history of dream research since the discovery of REM 

sleep at the University of Chicago. My career-long 

participation in the field began during a second stage 

of dream research at that university, first as a student 

in Joe Kamiya's lab and later as a postdoc in Allan 

Rechtschaffen's lab. 

1953 

The watershed year in 20th century research on 

dreaming was 1953. It was in 1953 that Eugene As

erinsky and Nathaniel Kleitman, at the University of 

Chicago, published their discovery of sleep periods 

with rapid eye movements (1). They also reported pre

liminary observations (50 awakenings) that dream ex

perience apparently both reliably and almost exclusively 

accompanies these sleep periods. Thus, it seemed likely 

that recordings of these periods of (as it later was to be 

called) rapid eye movement, or REM, sleep could pro

vide an "objective" indicator of the occurrence of 

dreaming as well as an efficient means for collecting 

reports of dream experience immediately upon such oc

currence. 
In the same year, Glenn V. Ramsey (2) system

atically reviewed studies of dreaming performed be

fore the Aserinsky-Kleitman discovery. These studies 

necessarily relied upon more conventional means of 

soliciting dream reports (questionnaires, interviews). 

Ramsey established that such studies had been both 
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relatively infrequent and largely unproductive: little 

more had been reliably established by this research 

than would already have been suspected by any un

sophisticated self-observer. 

Finally, Calvin S. Hall published one book (3) and 

two journal articles (4,5) proposing a "cognitive" the

ory of dreaming and dream symbolism. Dream content 

was viewed as reflecting the dreamer's concepts or 

knowledge of self and world, and dream symbolism 

was portrayed as largely expressive rather than defen

sively motivated (cf. 6). Although Hall's writings did 

not have highly visible effects on the field in the 

1950s, they were later to prove influential and presci

ent. More immediately, in the 1960s (7), there were 

effects in the direction of providing exhaustive quan

tification in studies of manifest dream content (Ramsey 

had decried the lack of quantification and the generally 

low quality of both research design and data reporting 

in pre-1953 dream research). In the longer run, Hall's 

theorizing presaged attempts, in the 1980s, at inte

grating dream study theoretically with the empirical 

study of the waking mind ("cognitive psychology") 
(8,9). 

The discovery of REM sleep itself-surely the sin

gle most important event in modern dream psycholo

gy-has been described by Aserinsky (10). Therefore, 

I will present-in relatively broad strokes because of 

restrictions on length-a conceptual history of the sub

stantial transformations that that discovery wrought 

upon empirical dream research. In a field itself histor

ically prone to confuse the two concepts, I want to 

make clear that the focus here is on dreaming, the 

experience, not on REM (or any other kind of) sleep. 

As soon will be seen, one of the recurrent research 
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610 D. FOULKES 

issues in the field has been whether REM sleep is, in 

fact, either a necessary or a sufficient condition of 

dreaming-as-experience. I also am focusing mainly on 

the findings of research either generated by sleep-lab

oratory methodology or sensitive to sleep-laboratory 

data. Studies continue to appear that are either ignorant 

or contemptuous of this research; by and large, they 

fall prey to the same sorts of evaluations Ramsey made 

of pre-I953 research. Compared with nonlaboratory 

research, work in the REM-monitoring tradition has 

given the promise of genuine progress in understand

ing dreams and dreaming. A major concern here will 

be to evaluate the extent to which such promise has, 

in fact, been fulfilled. 

DREAMING AS REM SLEEP: 
THE DEMENT YEARS 

Before Aserinsky and Kleitman (1), there had been 

a number of studies of the occurrence of dream reports 

on awakening following the appearance of certain 

physiological variables, including the early alphabetic 

,classification of electroencephalogram (EEG) sleep 

stages (11). It is interesting that this research did not 

find dreaming limited to EEG activity later identified 

as occurring during REM sleep. In fact, the most sys

tematic of these studies in terms of searching for EEG 
correlates of dreaming (12) reported "that dreams may 

occur in association with any type of sleep potential 

pattern" (p. 12). It also is interesting that Ramsey's 

review (2) did not foresee the possibility that an "ob

jective", i.e. physiological, indicator of dreaming 

might help to resolve at least some of the dream issues 

on which he reviewed evidence (e.g. how often do 

people dream? how long do dreams last?). 

In its initial years, until 1957, electrophysiological 

(REM-monitored) dream research was largely synon

ymous with the career of William C. Dement (1928-), 

who worked in Chicago after Aserinsky had discovered 

sleep's REM. Dement reinforced the hypothesis that 

REM = dreaming with an independent investigation 

whose pooled results, however, came mainly from only 

five subjects (13). He then set forth indefatigably to 

answer some of the major questions of dream psy

chology, based on faith in the REM = dream equation. 

His interests in those years, culminating in his disser

tation in physiology at the University of Chicago (14), 

were primarily focused on dream experience, in a way 

thcy never again would be. During that period, Dement 

was responsible for discovering and publicizing the 

major contributions of psychophysiological method

ology to the understanding of dreams and dreaming. 

That is to say, he was largely responsible for findings 

that, decades later, still constituted introductory text

book answers to such questions as how often do we 

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 

dream?, how long do dreams last?, is dream time the 

same as real time? 

In Ramsey's review (2), these questions had seemed 

unresolved or irresolvable. A few short years later, 

based on the equation that REM = dreaming, answers 

were confidently being supplied to them. Because we 

have multiple REM episodes every night, we dream 

several discrete dreams each night; because REM ep

isodes last minutes rather than seconds, so too do 

dreams; because it takes about as long to act out a 

dream as the elapsed amount of REM sleep from the 

REM episode from which it was retrieved, dream time 

is more or less the same as real time. That was a pe

riod, perhaps unprecedented elsewhere in psychology, 

in which age-old questions suddenly seemed both re

solvable and resolved. The heady atmosphere of this 

brief period, captured by, among others, Diamond 

(15), Trillin (16), and Luce and Segal (17), was soon 

to give impetus to a vast expansion in empirical re

search on dreaming, to the formation of a specialty 

organization where this research was presented and 

discussed [The Association for the Psychophysiologi

cal Study of Sleep (APSS), which met first (but under 

no particular name) at the University of Chicago in 

1961], and to the creation of a new multidisciplinary 

research specialty ("sleep and dream research"). Any

one as successful as Dement had been surely was not 
meant to stand alone for very long. 

Not all of Dement's original observations, nor, even 

more clearly, his interpretations, survived the follow

ing decades unscathed. As Starker (18) has observed, 

"Pioneering has never been a tidy process" (p. 899). 

It thus entails no diminution of Dement's accomplish

ments to note both that he was the unquestioned pio

neer of the new (laboratory) dream psychology and 

that things never looked so clear-cut in succeeding 

years as they did in the late 1950s when Dement was, 

all by himself, this new field. 

A FIELD IS BORN 

Upon completion of his medical and Ph.D. degrees 

at Chicago, Dement moved to New York City for his 

internship and began, in association with Charles Fish

er, a psychoanalyst, his research on "dream depriva

tion", i.e. the determination of the effects of repeated 

interruptions of REM sleep (19). Freud's (6) theory of 

the dream as a safety valve, by which potentially dis

ruptive drives are harmlessly expressed, had obvious 

predictions for the results of dream deprivation-it is 

dangerous to any system's integrity to cap its safety 

valve. The prevailing climate of high-visibility Amer

ican psychiatry in the 1950s remained psychoanalytic. 

In view of psychoanalysts' long-standing claims to 

dreams and dreaming as a subject matter, it was not 
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DREAM RESEARCH: 1953-1993 611 

surprising that a number of psychiatrists and psychol

ogists trained in psychoanalysis soon were drawn to

ward REM dream research, some as participants, oth

ers as interested observers [numerous articles soon 

would appear on Freud's theory in the light of, or in 

relation to, the new research findings (e.g. 20-22)]. 

Even those not specifically schooled in psychoanalysis 

often would, Jaute de mieux, adopt psychoanalytic ter

minology and theory in interpreting their dream data. 

That Dement (19) had first reported deleterious psy

chological consequences of short-term REM depriva

tion, a finding that could not be replicated later (23), 

only enhanced the early interpenetration of psycho

analysis and laboratory dream research. 

However, it would be incorrect to ascribe much ide

ological uniformity to early sleep and dream research. 

People from a variety of different disciplines and ori

entations often simply were attracted to the vast and 

untapped potential of the new sleep-recording tech

nology. Some [e.g. Shapiro at the Downstate Medical 

Center in Brooklyn; Snyder at the National Institute of 

Mental Health (NIMH)] switched into the field in mid

career; others (e.g. John Antrobus at City College; 

Roffwarg at the New York State Psychiatric Institute) 

came into the field as relative neophytes and built their 

careers there. Some workers had underlying interests 

that were dominantly clinical (e.g. Whitman and Kra
mer at Cincinnati; Lewis of the Downstate group; Fiss 

of George Klein's group at NYU); some labs had un

derlying interests that were dominantly experimental 

[e.g. the two research labs remaining at the University 

of Chicago after Dement's departure and Kleitman's 

retirement: one, the short-lived (1957-1960) continu

ation of Kleitman's lab by Kamiya (with students such 

as Orlinsky and Stoyva); the other, the independently 

established and still productive lab of Allan Re

chtschaffen (with students such as Monroe, Verdone, 

and Zepelin)]. 

On one dimension, however, there was a salient 

bond uniting most of the early sleep-dream commu

nity and differentiating it from subsequent times. Most 

researchers then were at least moderately interested in 

dreams, and most research groups had at least dabbled 

in dream research, even if only to the extent of seeing 

if they could independently corroborate the association 

of REM sleep with dreaming in the adult human. Thus, 

in the late 1950s and early 1960s, investigators later 

primarily identified with other research interests (e.g. 

Kales, Roffwarg, and Snyder) both studied dreams 

themselves and seemed to accept them as a relatively 

central concern. 
One can even say that, at least in the United States, 

it was dream research that led to the subsequent ex

plosion of neurophysiological and neurochemical re

search on REM sleep. In his reminiscences at the new 

APSS (Association of Professional Sleep Societies) in 

1995, Kleitman (24) stressed the central role that 

dreaming played in the very discovery of REM sleep. 

This early centrality of dreaming was not, however, 

destined to last. Dement's departure from New York 
to accept a position at Stanford was associated with 

his relative disengagement both from dream research 

and from construal of REM deprivation as dream de

privation. More generally, the "Psycho" portion of 

"Psychophysiological" in APSS's original title be

came progressively less salient by the late 1960s and 

early 1970s; the formal titular change (to Sleep Re

search Society in 1983) was but belated recognition of 

the earlier de facto change. 

THE NON-REM MENTATION 

CONTROVERSY 

Part of this later relative devaluation of dreams and 

dreaming probably reflected the results of earlier 

dream research itself. From the outset of attempts to 

use or extend Dement's findings, it became apparent 

that dreaming could and did occur outside REM sleep 

(as, of course, had already been suggested by research 

in the 1930s and 1940s). One by one, the barriers de

fending the integrity of the REM = dreaming equation 

began to fall. No, the apparent non-REM recall could 

not be recall from an earlier REM period [it seemed 

to occur even before there had been any REM period 

(e.g. 25)]. No, non-REM recall was not a wholly dif

ferent species of mental activity ("thoughtlike", for 

example) from dreaming. Although REM and non

REM reports were, on average, readily discriminable 

from one another (26), non-REM reports most often 

were "dreamlike" rather than thoughtlike (27), and 

there definitely was dreamlike mentation at sleep onset 

(28) in the absence of any REM sleep. Thus, non-REM 

dreaming is not, as is still widely misunderstood, 

dreaming by some sort of special definition; many 

non-REM reports are dreams by anyone's definition of 

dreaming. 

Because the REM = dreaming equation had been 

of central importance in the development of the field, 

and because it had been the foundation of most of 

Dement's early assertions about the nature of dream

ing, claims of the reality of dreaming outside REM 

sleep met much initial resistance, some of which con

tinues to this day. But the earliest findings of non

REM dreaming were not the result of any deliberate 

attempt to refute Dement; rather, they simply arose, at 

levels too significant to ignore, in attempts to extend 

his REM-monitoring procedures to other problems. 

Thus, for example, the earliest counterevidence to 

REM = dreaming was observed by the Downstate 

group (29) in a study trying to determine whether self-

Sleep. Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 
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612 D. FOULKES 

professed chronic nondreamers would have REM pe

riods and, if so, if they would be able to recall dreams 

on REM awakenings. Their control group (of frequent 

extra-lab recallers) had 53% non-REM recall of 

dreamlike mentation. Foulkes (25), working in Kami

ya's lab, wanted to find out how REM dreams "start

ed", from an experiential point of view. But, as he 

pushed awakenings back into pre-REM epochs of non

REM sleep, he found no point at which dream recall 

ceased; thus, he gave up on trying to find out how and 

where REM dreaming began, concluding that dream

ing might be more or less continuous through sleep. 

Kamiya (30) himself found substantial non-REM re

call in an extensive parametric study of dream recall. 

Although Rechtschaffen's group (31) found consider

ably lower levels of non-REM recall than these other 

studies, their findings on the quality of non-REM re

ports dovetailed with those of Foulkes. Rechtschaf

fen's defense of the reality of non-REM dreaming, 

combined with his stature in the field (with Dement, 

he cofounded APSS and rapidly gained expertise in 

virtually all areas of sleep research), as much as the 

accumulating data, ultimately, if not easily, carried the 

day. 

DREAM PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 

RECONSIDERED 

Where exactly did this outcome leave the status of 

Dement's earlier findings and claims? Had any sub

stantial new discoveries actually been made about 

dreams and dreaming? As it turned out, the resolution 

of these questions that gained general consent left 

much to please all parties. As the insurgents had 

claimed, the Dement-Kleitman group had underesti

mated the extent, the nature, and the significance of 

non-REM mentation. The insurgents therefore were 

handed several new problems with which they could 

and would concern themselves for years to come: e.g. 

if REM sleep was not the invariable physiological sub

strate of dreaming, could one determine other physi

ological events or states that were associated with 

dreaming within both REM and non-REM sleep? In 

what ways were dream reports from the more tradi

tionally defined REM and non-REM stages similar, 

and in what ways were they different from one anoth

er? But, it also generally was conceded that the first 

Chicago group had found a valid association between 

REM sleep and the generally most vivid/florid form of 

adult human dreamlife. Thus to the (considerable) ex

tent that questions about dreaming applied to this 

form, then Dement's answers still held and still rep

resented the same sort of revolutionary addition to hu

man knowledge of dreaming as before. 

Dream psychophysiology thus assumed several re-

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 

lated forms during the 1960s and 1970s-its relative 

heyday. First, accepting that the most vivid and mem

orable dreams occurred during REM sleep, as classi

cally [and, later, conventionally (32)] defined, re

searchers asked whether fluctuations in the quality of 

REM dream content were associated with fluctuations 

in either the defining [central nervous system (CNS)] 

or accompanying [autonomic nervous system (ANS)] 

physiology of the REM period in which the dream was 

dreamed. Characteristically, this line of inquiry had 

been initiated by Dement himself in his Chicago years 

(33), and the question that generated the most interest 

was whether the dreamer's eye movements signalled 

either visual imagery itself or changes in the dreamer's 

imagined visual regard within the dream. Dement sug

gested, and a collaborative study with Roffwarg (34) 

seemed to confirm, that there was a frequent (if not 

invariable) association between the incidence and di

rection of preawakening eye movements and the dream

er's reported visual regard in dream experience, as rec

ollected upon experimental awakenings. Later inves

tigators suggested that these findings were methodo

logically flawed and hence irreplicable (35) and that 

the stereotyped nature of REMs belied any point-to

point correspondence with dream content variation 

(36). Interest in the so-called "scanning hypothesis" 

continued into the 1980s (37), but, in the meantime, 

the issue of eye-movement/dream relations largely had 

been reframed in terms of phasic vs. tonic differences 

in REM mentation. 

Aserinsky (38), back in the field after a relatively 

long hiatus, had suggested that Moruzzi's (39) distinc

tion between tonic (long-lasting state properties) and 

phasic (brief, intermittent burst properties) REM sleep 

might have more general implications for REM men

tation than simply reflecting the dreamer's visual re

gard. Because it had become increasingly apparent 

since 1962 that eye movements were only the most 

accessible signs of a more generalized intermittent ac

tivation pattern (including both CNS and ANS vari

ables), the suggestion seemed to have merit, although 

Aserinsky himself despaired of its testability. Molinari 

collaborated with Foulkes (40) in a study of phasic 

(eye movement burst) vs. tonic (no eye movement 

burst) REM awakenings; in light of the study's goals, 

subjects were asked to describe only the very last im

agery or thought they could recall having experienced 

before their awakening. In a frankly post hoc analysiS, 

the authors searched for whatever phasic vs. tonic 

dream content differences they could find. Visualiza

tion per se did not discriminate the two conditions; 

whether that visualization was accompanied by reflec

tive cognitive analysis (tonic) or not (phasic) did. This 

finding proved only weakly replicable, however (41). 

Meanwhile, in the same light, studies were under-
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DREAM RESEARCH: 1953-1993 613 

taken to determine newly measurable aspects of phasic 

activation [e.g. PIPs (phasic integrated potentials) (42); 

MEMA (middle ear muscle activity) (43); filtered cor

tical theta EEG activity (44)] and the relation of phasic 

activation, so measured, to concomitant dream expe

rience as reported upon immediately subsequent awak

ening. Under the strictest methodological control, ob

served results tended to be weak or unreplicable (for 

reviews see 45,46). Different investigators probably 

reached different conclusions from such research [the 

wrong physiological variables were being measured; 

subjects' retrospective reporting abilities were being 

too severely taxed; there in fact were no strong un

derlying psychophysiological relationships; sleep psy

chophysiology is lawful, but it follows rules that are 

difficult to understand because they cannot be predict

ed from waking psychophysiology (47)]. For most, 

however, for whatever reason, the bloom definitely 

was off the psychophysiological association rose by 

1980 (cf. 48). 

From the outset (40), one goal of the newer, post

scanning-hypothesis dream psychophysiology had 

been to find phasic events or analogues that crossed 

the older REM vs. non-REM barrier and that thus were 

capable of serving as substrates of dreaming across the 

more traditionally defined sleep stages or states. Al

though, unlike REMs themselves, such variables were 

found (e.g. PIPs, filtered theta), it soon became appar

ent not only that none had a strong relationship with 

either the incidence or nature of non-REM reports but 

also that none had the kind of distribution across states 

requisite to explaining the known pervasiveness of 

dreaming during sleep [not to mention the problems 

posed by the finding of dreamlike hallucination during 

relaxed wakefulness (49,50)]. 

The discovery of REM sleep and the suggestion that 

it uniquely was associated with dreaming had made 

Ramsey's (2) review of the mere physiological accom

paniments of dreaming look rather naive. In the heady 

early days of REM research, it appeared to many that 

physiological events might be used to forge relatively 

immediate explanations of dreaming and that the state 

of sleep afforded a possibly unique window on mind

body relationships more generally. By 1980, it began 

to look like Ramsey's more modest evaluation of the 

promise of psychophysiological research might, in 

fact, be appropriate after all. One unfortunate side ef

fect here was that sleep-laboratory dream research no 

longer would be carried along on any wave of neu

roscientific grant funding. 

A THOUSAND FLOWERS BLOOM 

In the early 1960s, the loss of that source of funding 

might not have spelled the catastrophe that it later did. 

Thanks to the Soviet satellite, Sputnik, America's pri

orities had turned in the late 1950s toward basic sci

entific research, and a new-generation political lead

ership in the early 1960s, sensitive to science and the 

arts, had yet to spend itself, and the nation's resources, 

in the senseless war in distant Vietnam. Research fund

ing was not quite the zero-sum game it later would 

become; just as we could, for a while, have both "guns 

and butter", America could have basic sleep research, 

clinical research, and dream research, too. In his intro

duction (51) to a preliminary draft of what was to be

come Luce and Segal's (17) popular review of the 

field, Philip Sapir, then Chief of the Research Grants 

Branch of NIMH, noted that, in 1964-1965, NIMH 

had "supported over 60 projects related in whole or 

in part to studies of sleep and dreams, with awards 

totaling over $2,000,000" (p. i). (Because other federal 

agencies also were supporting the area, even this figure 

understates the government's overall commitment.) 

Relatively speaking, 1964-1965 must have been close 

to, if not at, the all-time highpoint at which any nation 

ever has supported basic dream and dream-related re

search (bearing in mind the more intimate relation of 

sleep research and dream research at that time). 

It is difficult to describe to those few researchers 

new to the basic sleep or dream areas today just how 

intertwined and intense the sleep-dream research com

munity was in the early days of APSS. The organi

zation of the field would have made, and did make 

(52), a suitable object for study in the sociology of a 

developing science. At APSS meetings, everyone tried 

to keep up with everything, no matter how seemingly 

remote it might be from their own workaday interests. 

As a group, dream researchers probably were more 

conversant with the brain stem and neurotransmitters 

then than at any time before or since. Meetings were 

consistently well attended, although, contrary to a re

curring joke, this was not because Rechtschaffen kept 

attendance charts. The group, despite the gradually in

creasing disparity of its interests, both worked and 

played well together. In many ways, then, the early 

and mid-1960s were the golden days of the new re

search paradigm in dream psychology. Researchers 

charged out in various directions, all of them hitherto 

relatively untouched-so that whatever result they 

found, it was bound to be novel and informative. 

The main directions pursued were those that 

seemed-from the prevailing ethos of American psy

chology-to be the obvious ones. In terms of Cron

bach's (53) discrimination of two scientific psycholo

gies, one experimental and the other correlational, re

searchers tended to begin programs in which either 

manipulations were performed to attempt to influence 

dream content or correlations of dream variables were 

Sleep, Va!. 19, No.8, 1996 
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614 D. FOULKES 

obtained, either across individuals or within individu

als over time, with various waking variables. 

Major laboratories participating in this research in 

the 1960s and early 1970s included those at CUNY 

(Antrobus, Arkin), Montefiore (Herman, Roffwarg, 

Ellman), Downstate (Shapiro, Witkin, Goodenough), 

Mt. Sinai Hospital (Fisher, Kahn), Maimonides (Ull

man, Krippner), Boston VA (Greenberg, Hartmann), 

Cincinnati (Kramer), Chicago (Rechtschaffen, Vogel), 

Illinois at Chicago (Cartwright, Monroe), Virginia 

(Van de Castle, Hauri), Stanford and UC Davis (Tart), 

Texas (Cohen), Wyoming (Foulkes), and Oregon (Bre

ger). In addition, persons later to figure in the devel

opment of dream research gained experience in labo

ratories devoted more specifically to sleep (e.g. Lavie 

at Webb's laboratory in Florida and Kripke's in San 

Diego). 

Characteristically, Dement (33) was first to attempt 

to manipulate REM dream content both with stimu

lation of the dreamer during REM sleep (with a tone, 

light, or water sprays) and with pre sleep manipulations 

(fluid deprivation). Work in both veins was undertaken 

by others beginning in the 1960s, with relatively more 

emphasis on presleep than in-sleep manipulations. 

This preference was not clearly dictated by any greater 

success in demonstrating pre sleep than in-sleep stim

ulus incorporation; unmistakable effects of either stim

ulus class generally were on the weak side. Rather, it 

reflected the prevailing psychodynamic view of the 

dream among most of those first attracted to the field: 

given affectively arousing stimuli such as pre sleep 

films of vacuum-extraction childbirth or primitive rites 

including penile incisions (54), for example, one could 

best observe how the dreamer's ego coped with and/or 

defended against the primitive fears evoked by such 

stimuli. With few exceptions (e.g. 55), less attention 

was given to an information-processing sort of anal

ysis, in which the dream incorporation, as response, 

could be compared with the known stimulus to try to 

model the intervening cognitive processing. Probably 

the most general conclusion to be reached from the 

wide variety of disparate stimuli employed and anal

yses undertaken (reviewed in 56,57) is that dreams are 

relatively autonomous, or "isolated" (58), mental phe

nomena, in that they are not readily susceptible to ei

ther induction or modification by immediate presleep 

manipulations, at least those within the realm of pos

sibility in ethical human experimentation. 

Also symptomatic of the prevailing psychodynamic 

interests of the times, personality, rather than cogni

tive, variables were of more interest in early correla

tional research. There was much initial interest, for 

example, in the REM dreams of patients undergoing 

dynamic verbal therapy (59,60). At the interindividual 

level, projective tests or personality inventories yield-

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 

ing potential clues to psychopathology were the in

struments of choice among "normal" adult popula

tions (61,62). The most general conclusion that could 

be drawn from studies correlating dream content vari

ables with personality at either the trait or state level 

(as reviewed, again, in 56,57) seemed to support the 

idea of continuity, rather than complementarity, be

tween the experiences of dreaming and of waking life. 

[This might, at least, have given some pause to dis

ciples of Jung, who predicted just the opposite out

come (63)]. In terms of the very incidence of dreaming 

itself, it had already been apparent, of course, from the 

work of Dement (13,64) that dreaming (i.e. REM pe

riods with generally retrievable content on experimen

tal arousal) was a cyclically recurring normal phenom

enon in all humans, rather than a specific response to 

stress in the dreamer's waking life (and this was al

ready the subject of much comment and reformulation 

in the Freudian community). 

One of the founding hopes of the sleep-and-dream 

research movement had been that its data would cast 

light on the origin and nature of psychiatric disorders. 

Dement (65), again, was first on the scene, with ob

servations both of sleep cycles and dream reports in 

hospitalized schizophrenics. But from the 1950s on, 

the biologicaVpharmaceutical revolution in the treat

ment of major mental illness made the study of basic 

(untreated) mental disorders increasingly difficult to 

justify or effect, so the evolution of the REM-moni

toring technology came along too late to have the sort 

of impact it might have had in Kraepelin's or Bleuler's 

day. Also, on both the sleep and dream fronts, early 

data were not promising: neither sleep patterns nor, in 

much less extensive study, dream content seemed par

ticularly revealing in either schizophrenia or depres

sion. Although sleep's role in depression ultimately 

came to be perceived as potentially significant (66), 

dream-content studies in major mental illness never 

really got much off the ground before they fizzled in 

the early 1970s. Later, anxiety dreams in Vietnam vet

erans suffering from post-traumatic stress syndrome 

(PTSS) refocused attention, at least briefly, on dream 

content (67). The researcher with the strongest and 

longest commitment to studying dreaming in relation 

to mental illness was Milton Kramer of the Cincinnati 

group (68). 

Dement's "dream-deprivation" experiments had 

been conducted with an obvious eye toward the role 

of REM sleep, and of dreaming, in psychosis. This led 

to a fair amount of study of the effect of REM depri

vation on REM dream content variables in recovery 

periods and on non-REM mentation. Results were 

somewhat consistent in the direction of increased 

short-term dreamlikeness of recovery REM mentation 

(69-71), but the effects turned out to be so qualified 
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and subtle as not to occasion much ultimate excite

ment. Also, in the intervening years, REM deprivation 

itself had been shown to play more of a curative than 

causative role in major mental illness (72). Likewise, 

sleep anomalies such as sleep walking (73,74) and 

night terrors (75) had been shown to have no clear 

link to either REM sleep or dream content. Overall, 

then, dreaming and dream content were not demon

strated to provide any "royal road" to mental illness, 

earlier theories and hopes to the contrary notwithstand

ing. An inadvertent side effect here was that dream 

research no longer could be justified as fundable on 

the basis of its unique clinical relevance. By the 1980s, 

its perceived value pretty much had shrunk to encom

pass only situationally induced stress (PTSS, divorce) 
(76). 

Only surprisingly late in the expansion of electro

physiological dream research was much attention giv

en to simple description of REM dream content. There 

had been, of course, in relation to psychophysiological 

questions, some emphasis on comparative description 

of mental activity reported after awakenings from dif

ferent sleep stages. There also had been study of the 

relation of a night's dreams to one another (77,78). But 

little detailed attention was given to simply describing 

the normative characteristics of adult dreams until an 

influential paper by Snyder (79). He made explicit 
what most researchers had already implicitly noted in 

their various laboratory dream studies: dreaming is not 

as bizarre or crazy a process as people generally have 

assumed from the few (probably) REM dreams that 

they spontaneously remember or as therapists have as

sumed from samples of such dreams volunteered by 

their patients. Rather, representatively sampled dream 

experiences, in both content and form, have a texture 

not so vastly different from, or unfamiliar to, waking 

experience (80). The same conclusion was reached 

about children's dreams in a study whose impetus, 

characteristically, had been manipulation rather than 

description (81). In like fashion, most early researchers 

eagerly sought determinants or correlates of a process 

whose baseline properties had never been systemati

cally ascertained. It is difficult not to believe both that 

such choices were largely unconsciously made and 

that they reflected the low value accorded "sheer" de

scription by American science. 

The normative properties of REM dreaming had not 

been missed, however, by Calvin Hall and his associ

ates. Hall's earlier summaries and interpretations of the 

nature of human dreaming (3,82) had been based on 

spontaneously reported ("home") dreams rather than 

on laboratory-sampled ("lab") dreams. In 1966, along 

with Van de Castle (7), he published a book describing 

a comprehensive and reliable categorization scheme 

for enumerating dream content, including norms based 

on his old "home" dreams. Because of Hall's enor

mous stake in an older methodology for collecting 

dreams, it is not surprising that conflict erupted be

tween Hall and his associates, on the one hand, and 

some lab researchers, on the other hand [see, for ex

ample, the review of Hall and Van de Castle's book 

by Monroe (83) and the authors's reply (84)]. 

One of Hall's associates, Domhoff (subsequently to 

become a social critic and theorist of some note) had 

collaborated with Kamiya (85) in comparing home

remembered and -recorded dreams with laboratory

elicited REM dreams for subjects in Kamiya's exten

sive normative sample. Hall himself even set up a lab

oratory at his private Institute of Dream Research in 

Miami for a study of home dreams and of lab dreams 

collected under different schedules (86). Domhoff 

summarized the conclusions this group seemed to 

reach in his 1969 paper (87) subtitled "Home dreams 

are better", better in the sense that they are richer, 

more affectively revealing, and just plain more inter

esting than lab dreams. 

Foulkes responded by comparing home and lab 

dreams with sampling method held constant (88,89), 

i.e. with morning-only recall at both sites. His results, 

especially with children, suggested that home dreams 

seem richer precisely because the home setting invari

ably allows selective recall of human dreamlife, recall 
biased in the direction of the emotional or unusual 

dream. He pointed out that researchers had entered the 

lab in the first place precisely because it offered a 

chance to sample REM dreams people ordinarily 

would sleep through, and forget, and, thus, because it 

allowed, for the first time, a chance to representatively 

sample human dreamlife. From this perspective, the 

differences observed in the uncontrolled designs were 

entirely expectable. 

The issue of home dreams was to arise again in the 

1980s (90), under the banner of the concept of "eco

logical validity" (91). At that point, home dream study 

gained approbation from members of the relatively re

cently established Association for the Study of Dreams 

(AS D), a society with membership open to anyone 

with an interest in dreams, researcher or not. Not sur

prisingly, therefore, most of the members of ASD also 

had commitments to spontaneously recalled dreams, 

and particularly to their own spontaneously recalled 

dreams. With lab research at that time becoming mor

ibund because of lack of external funding, home re

search was once again, as before 1953, in relative as

cendency. In such a climate, renewal of justification 

for home dream sampling could hardly be surprising, 

despite the demonstrated unrepresentativeness of such 
sampling. 

If one is committed simply to studying typical "re

membered dreams", then home dreams are better. 

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 
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616 D. FOULKES 

However, if one is interested in studying typical human 
dream experience, what the mind does in sleep, then 

home sampling is inadequate. And if one is committed 

to understanding the mental processes that underlie hu

man dreamlife, rather than those that merely facilitate 

its recall, then one requires the lab [or other techniques 

in which the dreamer determines neither when an 
awakening for dream retrieval will occur nor precisely 

how the dream will be described (92)]. We admire 

rainbows in natural settings, but we legitimately study 

lights and prisms in somewhat "artificial" settings 
when we have established that the natural phenomenon 

is not changed thereby. 
Another dimension of difference separating Hall 

from many laboratory researchers was preference in 

dream-scoring methodology. Hall obviously was com
mitted to his own scoring system, which involved 

nominal counting of instances in various content cat

egories that were meant, in total, to be entirely com

prehensive. The system was also used, at least selec
tively, by some lab researchers (93). Lab researchers 

in the second-stage Chicago tradition tended to prefer 

ordinal rating scales, designed not to catalog dream 

contents comprehensively but rather to focus on vari
ables of particular interest in a particular context and 

to capture, in one score, the forest rather than the trees 

of each dream. Still more complex scoring systems 
applicable to dream analysis (94,95) or specifically 
meant for dream and dream-association analysis (96) 

soon were to evolve. At the 10th annual meeting of 
APSS in 1970, a committee was formed to collate and 
coordinate the various dream-scoring procedures then 

available, and this later resulted in an excellent pub
lished compendium (97). 

When one compares not scoring systems but the ide
ology surrounding them, two differences between the 
1960s and subsequent years become apparent. First, 

the notion that measurement problems were retarding 
the field's growth seems less tenable: reliable scoring 
procedures either existed or could be created fairly 
readily for most research goals envisioned by experi

menters. If the field was, in fact, retarded, it more like
ly was by those goals themselves rather than by the 

means available to implement them. Second, the no
tion that uniformity of scoring, on the model of that 
for sleep "stages", was desirable waned as it became 
increasingly apparent that appropriate methods would 

need to vary with the nature of the problem and the 
particular interests of the investigator. Although some 

comparability and sharing across studies and labs 
clearly remained useful, it no longer seemed that one 
faced either/or choices in dream assessment. 

THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION 

In the early years of sleep-and-dream research, in
vestigation of underlying mechanisms of REM sleep 

Sleep. Vol. 19. No.8. 1996 

production in experimental animals was conducted 

largely in France and Italy (98,99), with American in

vestigators going abroad for requisite training. Labo

ratory dream research, on the other hand, developed 

rather slowly outside the United States, and the pre

vailing movement of traffic was in the other direction. 

Fully realizing the risk of ethnocentric judgment, and 

inviting the reader to bear this in mind, I now will 

briefly describe the spread of sleep-laboratory dream 

research from America to other parts of the world and 

attempt to place it in the context of the largely North 

American research discussed above. 

Among the earliest non-American dream studies 

were those Jouvet carried out at Lyon to satisfy him

self about the REM-dreaming connection (100). Both 

Jouvet and Michel retained some interest in dreaming 

throughout their careers, Jouvet from a neurobiological 

reductionist viewpoint (see, e.g. 101) and Michel from 

a neuropsychological perspective (102). Lairy, in Par

is, also became interested in dreaming, although she 

primarily was studying sleep patterns in relation to 

psychiatric disorder (103). Perhaps her primary con

tribution to dream research was training Piero Salza

rulo, who carried laboratory research methodology 

back with him to northern Italy, where he later collab

orated both with the Bosinelli group in Bologna and 

with Cipolli, with whom he conducted what probably 
was the first dream research explicitly motivated by 

the cognitive sciences (104). 

After its brief initial flash, laboratory dream research 

in France never did achieve much momentum. In En

gland, one could say it never was born. Some of the 

earliest research with enduring significance for the 

field, however, was produced in Scotland, in Ian Os

wald's laboratory at Edinburgh. Along with collabo

rators, including Ralph Berger [whose stimulus incor

poration study (55) was noted above], Oswald sup

ported both experimental [e.g. drug effects on dream 

content (l05)] and psychophysiological studies (l06), 

as well as the first published lab study of the REM 

dream experiences of the blind (l07). As was also the 

case with many "big name" sleep researchers in 

America, Oswald's role in dream research diminished 

after its opening flourish: his attention turned to bio

logical and pharmacological issues. Berger's interests, 

after emigration to the United States, also turned large

ly elsewhere. 

At Bologna, the Bosinelli group began publishing 

papers on important issues that had arisen in American 

dream psychophysiology (27,108), often with a twist 

reflecting Bosinelli and Molinari's continuing commit

ment to psychoanalysis (cf. 109). Extended visits by 

both to American labs (Foulkes, Kramer, Rechtschaf

fen) served to articulate ideological and methodolog

ical relationships with mainstream American research. 
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As will be seen below, the Bologna lab was a leader 

in the elaboration, in the 1980s, of a "cognitive" ap

proach to dreaming, to which Cipolli had made earlier 

(and was to make continuing) contributions. Overall, 

the Bosinelli group had the most consistent record of 

significant programmatic research carried on outside 

North America. Bertini (110), in Rome, by way of 

time spent at Downstate, was the first to publish in 

Italy. He has continued in the field ever since, although 

he has pursued a somewhat more eclectic line of re

search than the other Italian investigators mentioned 

here. 

Strauch came from Germany to New York in the 

early 1960s to learn dream-lab technology. Her sus

tained commitment to dream research, however, did 

not start until her assumption of a professorship in 

Zurich in the 1970s. In her collaborative work with B. 

Meier (111), the dominant focus was on dream phe

nomenology. A recent book (112), newly translated 

into English (113), summarizes research from these 

authors's laboratory studies. Zurich had already seen 

sleep-laboratory dream research by C. A. Meier (of the 

Research Center for Jungian Psychology) and D. Leh

mann (in the Department of Neurology, University 

Hospitals). In Germany, Baust was, for a brief time, a 

leading figure in psychophysiology, with studies of au

tonomic variables in relation to dream content 
(114,115). Otherwise, there was no commanding 

dream presence in Central Europe or Scandinavia. 

Fried (116) briefly had a dream lab in JyvaskyHi, Fin

land, during the 1980s, and the Piagetian scholar Mon

tangero (117) was starting one in Geneva at the end 

of the same decade. 

In Eastern Europe, little work explicitly directed to 

dream content or the process of dreaming seems to 

have been done, and that which was had little impact 

on the West, and vice-versa (118). In Israel (to which 

Rotenberg later would emigrate), there was interest 

from the 1970s on at Tel Aviv (Giora) and Bar-Han 

(Lewin), and Lavie established a major all purpose 

sleep laboratory in Haifa at Technion. Israeli research 

articulated much more closely with trends in North 

America and Europe but generally in more of a re

sponsive than stimulative fashion. Bose (119) did an 

interesting dissertation in India relevant to the home

lab problem (see 9). So far as can be told from trans

lation, Japanese work has been mainly derivative; cer

tainly it has not had much impact outside its land of 

origin. 

The hotbed of dream research, almost 40 years after 

its debut, is America's northern neighbor. For obscure 

reasons (because the development of Canadian re

search has generally been highly similar to that in 

America and because the economies of the two coun

tries generally ebb and flow in tandem), Canadian re-

searchers have been much better supported than those 

in the United States. Certainly per capita, they have 

become the prime national force in dream research in 

recent years: Baylor and des Lauriers in Quebec; De 

Koninck, Moffitt, Ogilvie, and Pivik in Ontario; Kou

lack in Manitoba; and Kuiken in Alberta (with his for

mer student, Nielsen, now also in Quebec). At the pos

sible risk, however, of giving umbrage to northern sen

timent, I am going to insist that the work of these 

researchers is, for all intents and purposes, indistin

guishable from that of their baja peers (some are, after 

all, Americans, and others trained there). 

MALAISE? 

Several factors probably contributed to declining 

productivity and enthusiasm in dream research in the 

1970s. First, many of the more obvious extensions of 

Dement's findings to new problems or groups had, by 

then, already been attempted, and few new trails had 

been illuminated thereby. Second, the increasingly 

confused picture in dream psychophysiology was be

ginning to make it look as if the promise that physi

ological recordings might have explanatory, as op

posed to merely methodological, value was not going 

to be fulfilled. Third, in the United States, still the 

center of the field, federal funding was severely cur
tailed as a result, among other things, of the decision 

that only guns, and not butter, could be afforded, after 

all. These curtailments affected not only research pro

jects as such but also the ability to recruit new scholars 

to the field. Fourth, I think that there was a growing 

sense that continuation of empirical activity along the 

lines of the previous decade was going to prove worth

while only if it generated some sort of coherent theory 

or viewpoint to guide it. Earlier, researchers had, by 

and large, relied on the generalized psychodynamic 

tradition whenever theory seemed to be required (with 

each having his or her particular variant thereof). The 

1970s became, then, both for extrinsic (funding) and 

intrinsic reasons, a somewhat less active and some

what more introspective decade than the 1960s. 

At the 1973 APSS meeting, Foulkes (120) argued 

that less physiologizing and more psychology would 

be required to further advance the field. He suggested 

more use of associative data and an attempt to exploit 

what could be salvaged of Freud's methodology for 

identifying dream processes. Ultimately, however, ex

tensive experience in association gathering convinced 

him of its inherent arbitrariness (a matter that had 

much earlier troubled Wittgenstein), and his attempt at 

cognitivizing Freud (96) soon yielded to an effort to 

simply replace psychodynamic theory with a purely 

cognitive perspective (8,9). Antrobus (121), the long

term dream researcher with probably the best creden-

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 
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618 D. FOULKES 

tials in cognitive psychology (122), moved directly to

ward the same goal, without the psychoanalytic way 

station. 
Much stir was created by Hobson and McCarley's 

proposed replacement of Freudian theory with their 
"neurobiological" theory (123). Essentially, reduc

tionism, which had failed at the empirical level, now 

was being elevated to the theoretical level. As was 

pointed out by many critics (e.g. 124), the new theory, 

which stressed the bizarreness of dream experience 

and traced this property to phasic activity unique to 
stage REM, flew in the face of three empirical obser

vations already made by dream researchers: 1) that 

representatively sampled dream experience (contrary 
to stereotype) was not highly bizarre; 2) that dreaming 

was by no means limited to REM sleep; and 3) that it 

was very difficult to establish reliable empirical rela

tionships between phasic activation and any particular 

dream quality [Brylowski et al. (125) later were to find 
that wakinglike reflectiveness was enhanced by phasic 

activity, and Antrobus (126) was to argue convincingly 

that such activity merely added to general corti
cal/cognitive activation, rather than having any specific 

properties of its own, such as increasing bizarreness]. 

Hobson and McCarley themselves produced no new 

independent evidence on dream correlates of phasic 
activation. Nonetheless, the theory was energetically 

promoted (e.g. 127) and ultimately became the prev
alent "dream" psychology of many introductory text

books and in the popular press. By the 1990s, Hobson 
was plumping for the kind of "home" dream study 
that generated dream stereotypes in the first place 
(128,129). Thus, paradoxically, a "neurobiological" 

theory ended up rejecting both the methods and the 
main empirical findings of REM dream research. 

The 1970s also saw a proliferation of popular books 

on dreaming that suggested some relaxation of the 
magic spell that neuroscience had once cast with the 
initial Aserinsky and Dement findings. America was 
quite familiar, and perhaps a little bored, with "REM 
sleep", and breathless accounts of "a night in the 

dream lab" were becoming passe. In keeping with the 
spirit of the times, the newer popularizations were not 
only wholly psychological but also in the tradition of 
self-help and self-absorption (130-132). They can be 

viewed as ideological precursors of the ASD move
ment in the 1980s, which served as a nucleus not only 
for people interested in dreaming from a nonresearch 

perspective but also for laboratory researchers looking 
for a more humanistic or "softer" perspective than had 
been provided by dream psychophysiology (and would 
be provided by cognitive psychology). 

NEW LIFE? 

The 1980s gave signs of some reinvigoration of 
dream research, with the following developments: 1) 

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 

the coalescing of cognitive dream theory as a third

force alternative to both neuroscientific and psycho

dynamic approaches, with accompanying support in 

significant new empirical findings; 2) the documenta

tion of sufficient similarity between REM and non

REM dream reports to suggest a common system of 

dream production across different psychophysiological 

states and to demolish the hope that dreaming could 

ever be explained simply through REM sleep mecha

nisms or data; 3) the arrival on the scene of lucid 

dreaming, with accompanying sleep lab demonstra

tions and investigations; 4) the use of holistic neuro

psychology, rather than reductionistic physiology, as a 

source of dream research objectives; and 5) the flow

ering of research in Europe. Paradoxically, these hope

ful signs were accompanied, by decade's end, by the 

near collapse of laboratory dream research in the Unit

ed States. By 1990, the area, which originally had been 

almost a purely American enterprise, was almost en

tirely a non-American one. 

Cognitive dream theory--or, better, a cognitive ap

proach to dreaming-had impetus from both empirical 

data and theoretical considerations. Empirical obser

vation of (rather than everyday assumptions about) 

waking and sleeping thought had shown them not to 

be greatly dissimilar (49,50,133), and the realistic 

quality and contents of REM dreaming certainly point

ed in the direction of unified waking-sleeping mind 

theory. And, although reductionist approaches seemed 

to be faltering in dream psychology, the great success 

story of 20th century psychology at large was cogni

tive-psychological or, more broadly, cognitive-scientif

ic (i.e. including linguistics, artificial intelligence, neu

ropsychology, etc.). When the dream research move

ment started, there had been relatively little human ex

perimental psychology on which dream psychologists 

could rely. With the "cognitive revolution", that no 

longer was true, and for those specifically trained in 

psychology (e.g. Antrobus, Foulkes), rapprochement 

with their home base began to seem both promising 

and overdue. 

As noted, empirical groundwork for this develop

ment had already been laid by Salzarulo and Cipolli's 

work (104) in Europe in the 1970s, initiated with the 

goal of applying Chomsky's linguistic theories to 

dream reporting. Cipolli was to continue to concern 

himself with cognitive problems such as the structure 

of dream narratives (134), a problem to which Kuiken 

and Nielsen (135) also made an important contribu

tion. There also were precursors at the theoretical lev

el. Certainly, Hall (3-5) was a major one. Although 

there was little or no cognitive psychology in the mod

ern sense when Hall wrote, he clearly wanted academ

ic psychology to begin taking dreaming seriously 

(136). However, unlike later cognitive psychology and 
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cognitive dream psychology, Hall's approach was con

tent rather than process oriented. Another important 

forerunner was Breger (137), who, although still tied 

to a psychoanalytic framework, was perhaps the first 

person to combine laboratory research [on the effects 

of stress on dreaming (138)] with explicit use of con

temporary information-processing models. 

The essence of the process-oriented cognitive ap

proach to dreaming lies in several related assumptions: 

that dreaming is the product of the same mental sys

tems operative in waking life; that it is feasible, there

fore, to attempt to model dreaming, using knowledge 

of waking mental systems, as a form of information 

processing; that in common with the higher symbolic 

systems studied by cognitive psychology, dreaming is 

not present simply because an organism is sentient

it, too, must have cognitive prerequisites and a devel

opmental history; and that one of the best ways of 

isolating the cognitive prerequisites and components 

of dreaming is examination of the dream capability of 

persons with specific cognitive deficits caused by se

lective brain damage. With the advent of the cognitive 

approach, there was a clear shift of focus from dreams, 

the product, to dreaming, the process (and even the 

ASD's generally high quality professional journal, ini

tiated in 1991, was titled Dreaming). 

Cognitive dream models came in several variants. 
Foulkes's were originally (8,96) based in either lin

guistics or psycholinguistics but later (9) became es

sentially agnostic on the role of linguistic systems in 

dream production. His models were not highly for

malized but rather were more in the nature of frame

works for conceptualizing dreaming. He saw it as the 

conscious interpretation of diffuse, but still organized, 

cognitive activation accompanying any state-waking 

or sleeping, REM or non-REM-with reduced sensory 

input and relaxation of voluntary ideational control 

(139). Antrobus's models (133), on the other hand, 

were more in the style of contemporary cognitive sci

ence, i.e. relatively formalized and in more intimate 

connection with particular cognitive-scientific models 

(140). By the end of the decade (141), he was not only 

doing computer simulation articulating with connec

tionist models (142) but also attempting greater inte

gration with neuroscientific models of REM sleep pro

duction. 
Empirically, strongest support for the cognitive ap

proach probably came from longitudinal (143) and 

corroborative cross-sectional (144,145) studies of 

dreaming in early childhood. This research provided 

perhaps the first major insight since the Dement era 

into the fundamental nature of dreaming itself. The 

child data suggested that dreaming is not a primitive 

process that automatically accompanies waking per

ceptual processing across the life span or across spe-

cies, but rather that it is a symbolic process with strong 

cognitive prerequisites and with a developmental his

tory much like that of waking symbolic thought [and 

waking consciousness (146,147)]. 

The strong implication of the apparent failure of 

young children to experience REM dreams and of 

somewhat older children to have dreams as formally 

accomplished as ours is that children's ability con

sciously to reflect their experience in mental imagery 

initially is absent and then only slowly develops to 

adult form. Neuropsychological evidence, reviewed 

below, suggests that waking and dreaming imagery 

operate in parallel, thus the ontogeny of dreaming may 

offer an unparalleled window on the development in 

the child of conscious mental states. 

Permitting, indeed necessitating, the elaboration of 

dream models independent of particular psychophysi

ological states was the accumulating evidence not only 

of the reality of non-REM dreaming but also of its 

essential content and processing similarities with REM 

dreaming. With controls for length of dream report 

(i.e. for the undoubted fact that the system producing 

dreaming generally is quantitatively more active in 

REM than in non-REM sleep), Antrobus (148) found 

little difference between REM and non-REM reports, 

a finding confirmed with different methods by Foulkes 

and Schmidt (149). These findings suggest that there 

is one dream system operative, at generally different 

levels of activation, across states. The Bologna group, 

moreover, established that even reports from the most 

profound stage of non-REM sleep, Stage 4, were not 

greatly different from typical REM reports (150), a 

particular embarrassment for Hobson's (127) account 

of dreaming as a REM-driven process. 

Green's (151) book and Tart's (152) reader had 

helped to reawaken interest in lucid dreaming-the 

awareness that one is dreaming and the potential for 

some voluntary direction of dream content-as also 

had Garfield's (132) do-it-yourself book on dream con

trol. Independently, Hearne (153) in England and 

LaBerge (154) at Stanford demonstrated that selected 

subjects who became aware during dreaming that they 

were dreaming could signal that fact with, for exam

ple, eye movements during REM sleep. The surprising 

revelation from lab studies was that lucidity was as

sociated not with microawakenings but with the con

tinuation of REM sleep, even with its intensification 

(125). Meanwhile, Gackenbach (155) had done a (non

laboratory) dissertation on lucidity and, in 1981, is

sued the first edition of Lucidity Letter, which in turn 

spawned, in 1985, the Lucidity Association. In short, 

another movement was born (156). Like ASD, the Lu

cidity Association was generally, but not exclusively, 

composed of persons without laboratory research back

grounds or interests. Although clearly giving dream psy-

Sleep, Vol. 19, No.8, 1996 
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620 D. FOULKES 

chology something to ponder (and explain) and placing 

outer limits on the nonreflective quality (58) of dream

ing, lucidity remained, at decade's end, both exotic in 

appearance and somewhat problematic in terms of its 

implications for dreaming more generally. 

Neuropsychologists examine human cognitive func

tions by means of the effects of selective brain lesions. 

Before the discovery of REM sleep, there had been 

various self reports of dream loss or loss of dream 

visualization with such lesions (157,158), but it took 

surprisingly long for laboratory sleep researchers to 

tum their attention toward such special populations 

[the blind, as noted earlier, and the deaf (159) had 

received some study]. In the early 1970s, hemisphere

specialization hypotheses in various left vs. right 

guises (intellectual vs. emotional, verbal vs. visual, 

logical vs. intuitive) were very much in the air as a 

result of popularizations such as those by Ornstein 

(160) and Galin (161). Based on such theorizing, Bak

an (162,163) proposed a right-hemisphere origin of 

dreaming. However, a small-scale lab study of com

misurotomy ("split brain") patients suggested that that 

could not be the case for dreaming per se (164). Work 

comparing activation patterns of right and left hemi

spheres of normal subjects did not suggest that dream 

visualization was more right- than left-hemisphere me

diated (for a review see 165). 

Perhaps the more revealing dream-psychological 

findings from studies of special populations were those 

unrelated to questions of hemispheric dominance or 

anatomical locus [e.g. demonstration by the cognitive 

psychologist, Kerr, that subjects with sight but with 

defects in waking mental imagery may not have visual 

dreams (166) and that the visual imagery of late-blind

ed subjects is wholly constructive, in that they can 

visualize people they have never known visually 

(167)]. Farah (168), a cognitive scientist, made obser

vations of dream phenomena in relation to Kosslyn's 

(169) model of waking mental imagery and to site of 

brain lesion (170), although not, like Kerr, with labo

ratory dream data. "Mental imagery" was shown to 

covary with dream visualization, establishing one av

enue of direct empirical contact between cognitive sci

ence and dream research and also one justification for 

using dream reports to index states of waking con

sciousness (as in young children). 

Finally, no longer was it the case that European 

dream research played any sort of secondary role vis 

it vis its North American counterpart. The European 

Sleep Research Society, founded by Koella in Basel in 

1972, hosted biennial meetings in which dreaming in

variably played a role. By the 1980s, both the quantity 

and the scientific quality of dream presentations there 

were unsurpassed. Cipolli's early and continuing con

tributions to the cognitive approach already have been 

Sleep. Vol. 19. No.8. 1996 

noted. Heynick (171), in the Netherlands, initiated a 

program of systematic investigation of speech in 

dreams, finding it generally both grammatically and 

pragmatically well formed. At Bosinelli's laboratory in 

Bologna, Cavallero and Cicogna were investigating 

immediate sources of dreams in terms of Tulving's 

(172) cognitive-psychological differentiation of differ

ent memory systems (173,174). 

EPILOGUE 

At present, the future of laboratory-based dream re

search in America, although perhaps not in Canada or 

Europe, looks rather bleak. It has been years, for in

stance, since an American has been able to secure ex

ternal funding for laboratory dream research qua 

dream research, and effective use of laboratory meth

odology does not come cheaply. Increasing demands 

that science be "practical" put an intolerable burden 

on the study of dreaming, the very prototype of im

practicality. New positions for dream researchers sim

ply are not available. A graduate student in psychology 

at a major university recently told me that his mentor 

advised him to hide his interest in dreaming until after 

he had secured a tenured position (and even that may 

not be enough, as more than one prominent American 

dream researcher has discovered to his chagrin). A re

cent coalition of mainstream psychologists at Arizona 

did show some interest in considering dream-related 

topics (175) but, unfortunately, without any evident 

conviction of the importance of representative dream 

sampling via laboratory methodology (176). 

Because cognitive psychology and cognitive science 

have largely been American inventions, the idea of any 

sort of effective integration with them looks rather 

bleak as well. Musing in 1982 over the prospects of 

the ultimate acceptance of dreaming by the American 

psychological mainstream (i.e. "waking" psychology), 

Hall (136) was profoundly pessimistic. Back in 1953, 

Ramsey (2) wrote: "The topic of dreaming is largely 

shunned by current research workers and is given only 

the briefest of treatment or entirely omitted in most 

contemporary psychology textbooks" (p. 432). After 

the REM revolution, have things really changed all 

that much? Besides brief mention in the now obliga

tory introductory textbook chapter on "states of con

sciousness", did electrophysiological dream research 

really make much difference? From the perspective of 

(then "general", now "cognitive") psychology, the 

answer clearly is no. Yet psychology itself is a shifting 

creation, where topics, paradigms, and methods go in 

and out of favor, so in the long run, who knows? 

It does seem clear that the clinical and, barring some 

unexpected discovery of the scope of that made by 

Aserinsky and Kleitman (1), the neurobiological jus-
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tifications for studying dreaming are no longer com

pelling and that further funding on these grounds is, 

therefore, unlikely. If dreaming is to continue to be 

studied, it will have to be studied for what it is-a 

distinctive human cognitive process-rather than for 

what it can tell us about personality or mind-body 

relationships. But this puts the study of dreaming in 

the uncomfortable position of depending on both in

tellectual and financial support from the cognitive sci
ences. 

But the two disciplines have quite different histories 

and current textures. In the cognitive sciences, highly 

complex and formalized models of cognition are the 

goal, and empirical observations sometimes seem al

most an afterthought. Laboratory dream psychology, 

on the other hand, has been a creaky, and a paradox

ically highly empirical, sort of venture, still open to 

finding out what its subject matter is really all about. 

It is interesting to consider the question, then, de

spite their current wide difference in status and sup

port, which discipline really has learned more about 

human experience in the past 40 years? Rather than 

assuming, as cognitive disciplines increasingly do, that 

we already know most of what we need to know about 

such experience, and that the only significant question 

now is how best to model the underlying "computa

tions" (artificially and/or neurally), dream psychology 

has made genuine, significant empirical discoveries 

about human experience, about a pervasive phenom

enon of the human mind and one that always has been 

a prime object of human self reflection. Compared 

with someone with Ramsey's (2) line of sight, for in

stance, not to mention Freud's (6), we now know in

finitely more than we did then about dreaming's oc

currence, its properties, and its nature. We also see the 

prospect of further dream study giving us unparalleled 

insights into the origin and nature of human conscious

ness. In 40 years, empirical dream psychology, using 

methods owed to Aserinsky and Kleitman (1), has giv

en us not only more reliable knowledge of dreaming 

than we ever had gained before but also the chance to 

parlay that knowledge into better understanding of the 

basis and nature of the kind of consciousness that 

makes us distinctively human. Let us hope that it will 

get to take that chance. 
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